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Executive Summary
Humans have always sought to defend a zone of
privacy around themselves—to protect their personal
information, their intimate actions and relationships,
and their thoughts and ideas from the scrutiny of others.
However, it is now common to hear that thanks to
digital technologies, we now have little expectation of
privacy over our personal information.
Meanwhile, the economic value of personal information
is rapidly growing as data becomes a key input to
economic activity. A major driver of this change is the
rise of a new form of business organization that has
come to dominate the economy—platforms that can
accumulate and store data and information are likely to
make that data and information more valuable.
Given the growing economic importance of data,
digital privacy has come to the fore as a major public
policy issue. Yet, there is considerable confusion in
public debates over the meaning of privacy and why it
has become a public policy concern. A poor foundational understanding of privacy is likely to result in
poor policy outcomes, including excessive regulatory
costs, misallocated resources, and a failure to achieve
intended goals.
This paper explores how to build a right to privacy that
gives individuals more control over their personal data,
and with it a choice about how much of their privacy to
protect. It makes the case that privacy is an economic
right that has largely not emerged in modern economies.
Regulatory attempts to improve individual control over
personal information, such as the European Union’s
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), have
unintended consequences and are unlikely to achieve
their goals. The GDPR is a quasi-global attempt to

institute privacy protections over personal data through
regulation. As an attempt to introduce a form of
ownership over personal data, it is unwieldy and
complex and unlikely to achieve its goals. The GDPR
supplants the ongoing social negotiation around the
appropriate ownership of personal data and presents a
hurdle to future innovation.
In contrast to top-down approaches like the GDPR, the
common law provides a framework for the discovery
and evolution of rules around privacy. Under a
common law approach, problems such as privacy are
solved on a case-by-case basis, drawing on and
building up a stock of precedent that has more fidelity
to real-world dilemmas than do planned regulatory
frameworks.
New technologies such as distributed ledger
technology—blockchain—and advances in zeroknowledge proofs likewise provide an opportunity for
entrepreneurs to improve privacy without top-down
regulation and law.
Privacy is key to individual liberty. Individuals require
control over their own private information in order to
live autonomous and flourishing lives. While free
individuals expose information about themselves in
the course of social and economic activity, public
policy should strive to ensure they do so only with
their own implied or explicit consent.
The ideal public policy setting is one in which
individuals have property rights over personal
information and can control and monetize their own
data. The common law, thanks to its case-by-case,
evolutionary nature, is more likely to provide a
sustainable and adaptive framework by which we can
approach data privacy questions.
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Legal rights to
privacy are
underdeveloped
because
governments
do not want to
recognize
any rights to
privacy against
themselves.

Introduction
It is increasingly common to hear that
we live in a post-privacy world—that
the combination of the data economy,
voluntary disclosure on social media,
pervasive Internet of Things, and
national security surveillance
represents the end of the divide
between public and private. As venture
capitalist and tech entrepreneur Nova
Spivack wrote in 2013:
Privacy is dead. … We are now
entering the Age of Transparency,
an era of increasing openness at
all levels of society. … Given that
secrets will become ever more
difficult and costly to protect, our
expectation of privacy has to
evolve. We have to accept that it’s
impossible and unrealistic to
achieve total privacy, and
furthermore there are compelling
benefits to being less secretive,
even on the individual level.1
Humans have always sought to defend
a zone of privacy around themselves—
to protect their personal information,
their intimate actions and relationships,
and their thoughts and ideas from the
scrutiny of others. Yet in many
respects, we seem to be no closer to
resolving the challenge of protecting
privacy in an increasingly connected
world. In this paper we explore this
challenge and propose some
approaches to addressing it. We argue
that there is considerable confusion in
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public debates over the meaning of
privacy and why it has become a
public policy concern. A poor
foundational understanding of privacy
is likely to result in poor policy
outcomes, including excessive
regulatory costs, misallocated
resources, and a failure to achieve
intended goals. In addition, a new
form of business organization has
come to dominate the economy—
platforms that can accumulate and
store data and information are likely to
make that data and information more
valuable.
We explore the notion of privacy as a
market failure, in the neoclassical
economic meaning of the term. We
argue that privacy is an economic
right that has largely not emerged in
modern economies. There are two
reasons for this. First, most private
information is simply not valuable.
Second, in many instances secrecy is
not a desirable feature when engaging
in transactions. More importantly,
legal rights to privacy are underdeveloped because governments do
not want to recognize any rights to
privacy against themselves. In sum,
confusion over the definition and
scope of privacy, combined with
government hostility toward the
notion of privacy in the economic and
political spheres, results in poor policy
outcomes.
Ironically, the value of private
information is increasingly due to the
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technological changes that could
undermine privacy itself. Yet,
government regulation would make
the problem worse. Below we examine
the European Union’s General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR), which
came into force in 2018. The GDPR is
a quasi-global attempt to institute
privacy protections over personal data
through regulation. As an attempt to
introduce a form of ownership over
personal data, it is unwieldy and
complex and unlikely to achieve its
goals. As we outline, the GDPR
supplants the ongoing social
negotiation around the appropriate
ownership of personal data and
presents a hurdle to future innovation.
The inadequacy of complex regulatory
solutions for addressing the privacy
problem is clearest when we consider
the pace of relevant technological
change. Mainstream interest in the
protection of personal data is
extremely recent—many of the
services that are controversial are less
than a decade old. The technological
privacy challenges of 2019 are sharply
different from the privacy challenges
of 2009, and in ten years they will
be significantly different again. Thus
we conclude the paper with a
consideration of distributed ledger
technology—blockchain—as one
possible tool under development that
can reshape control of personal data.
Entrepreneurs should continue to
experiment with business models that

add value to personal information, and
policy makers should let them.
Government intervention that impedes
this process of trial and error among
actors in the market is likely to
undermine individuals’ ability to
either monetize their personal
information or gain from trade in
their personal information.

The Increasing Ubiquity of Data
Your bank account, your health
record, your genetic code, your
personal and shopping habits and
sexual interests are your own
business. That information has a
value. If anybody wants to pay for
an intimate look inside your life,
let them make you an offer and
you’ll think about it. That’s opt in.
You may decide to trade the
desired information about
yourself for services like an
E-mail box or stock quotes or
other inducement. But require
them to ask you first.
– William Safire, 19992

Entrepreneurs
should continue
to experiment
with business
models that add
value to personal
information, and
policy makers
should let them.

Data is an increasingly significant part
of the modern global economy. Digital
infrastructure relies on the accumulation
and analysis of vast quantities of
machine-readable information. Future
technological changes such as
automation and artificial intelligence
promise significant improvements in
living standards, but will require
significant volumes of data for
machine learning and training. The
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The data that
are produced,
shared, and
collected by
firms and
governments
as we go about
our digital
lives—even
indavertently—
create a
complex
picture of our
preferences,
habits, and
desires.
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medical advances of the future will
have artificial intelligence features
that will require personal data to
function. “Smart cities” promise better
and more responsive infrastructure
and service delivery through the
harvesting of information from
sensors embedded in everything from
buildings to garbage bins.

owned by the individual, public
concern and interest in privacy has
grown. While these problems are still
salient— particularly concerning the
sharing of sexually explicit personal
images without consent—it is now
recognized among the general public
and policy community that the privacy
challenges are more general.

At the same time, individual consumers
and citizens currently have little
control over information about
themselves. This is due to the inherent
non-rivalrous nature of information.
Recent scandals about data breaches
and the seeming misuse of personal
data held by firms and governments
have created a clear sense of crisis
around privacy and personal data
ownership. Smart city devices—such
as the Wi-Fi-enabled “smart bins”
installed in London for the 2012
summer Olympics—have been caught
collecting personal information about
passersby.3 Social media services have
allowed software developers access to
personal data without users’ consent.

The data that are produced, shared,
and collected by firms and governments as we go about our digital
lives—even inadvertently—create a
complex picture of our preferences,
habits, and desires. The deep integration
of the Internet into our daily lives
means that we interact with digital
providers for our employment, our
hobbies, our relationships with family
and friends, our legal and regulatory
responsibilities, and even for our sexual
habits and medical challenges. For
example, a simple Internet search
history provides what one scholar
describes as a “metaphorical X-ray
photo of one’s thoughts, beliefs, fears,
and hopes.”4

At the beginning of the age of social
media, it was common to think of
privacy challenges as the sharing of
embarrassing information without
consent—such as posting an
embarrassing photograph that could
adversely impact an individual’s
employment options. In the 20 years
since columnist William Safire wrote,
in the early Internet era, that personal
information is valuable and should be

By comparing our digital activities
with the aggregate data collected
from other users, digital firms make
predictions about how to personalize
advertisements and product offerings.
In some circumstances, these
prediction engines can make complex
predictions about our lives that we
may not be aware of. Even brick and
mortar firms can predict major,
personal life events like pregnancies
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solely from purchasing data.5 These
predictions are not always on point.
Every Internet user is familiar with the
experience of seeing advertisements
for products they have already
purchased online, or for life events
like pregnancies that have already
passed.6 Thanks to the combination
of the increased digitization of our
lives and more powerful artificial
intelligence and machine learning
techniques, the control of information
about ourselves is now more than
ever vested with the firms and
organisations we interact with.

Data in the Platform Economy
The latest revolution to disrupt
the economy is communications
technology that has driven the
marginal cost of storing and
transmitting information to practically
zero. This has essentially eliminated
the transactions costs that provide a
comparative market advantage to the
large hierarchical organizations
that characterized the industrial
revolution.7 That, in turn, has enabled
buyers and sellers to find each other
with little or no need of intermediary
third parties.
This latest revolution is driving two
profound and related changes to the
economy. First, it is creating a sharing
economy in which consumers will be
able to hire or rent assets rather than
buy them.8 Second, it is facilitating the

emergence of a platform economy.
This business structure is profoundly
different from traditional business
structures in which firms deployed
internal hierarchy and managerial
authority to either acquire or produce
a good or service that was then sold to
customers. Both consumers and firms
engaged in search costs to discover
each other and tended to trade, more
or less, at arm’s length. There was
little need for traditional businesses to
seek detailed information about
individual consumers. Yet even if
they had that information, processing
it was difficult.

Communications
technology has
driven the
marginal cost
of storing and
transmitting
information to
practically zero.

If trade occurs using cash, the
transaction is very simple. If trade
occurs on a credit basis, then firms
need to collect some information
about customers’ creditworthiness.
The costs of acquiring and storing that
information are non-trivial, so credit
agencies emerged to lower those
transactions costs. The cost of
transferring that information to third
parties can prove particularly high. In
time, the emergence of credit and
debit cards helped to further lower
discovery costs.
In this business environment, privacy
concerns would be not be a high
priority for many individuals. What
could be of concern is that credit
rating agencies have access to correct
information. However, the emergence
of platforms dramatically changed
that situation.
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Cross-subidies
can serve
beneficial
functions
when adopted
voluntarily
by private
actors.

Platforms are also known as two-sided
markets—they have to simultaneously
satisfy two groups of individuals,
buyers and sellers. While the idea
of platforms is quite old, their
prevalence in the economy is a recent
phenomenon. Banks are the oldest
platform—they intermediate between
borrowers and lenders. The second
oldest platform is the traditional media
business model. Historically, media
companies made their profits from
selling advertising to businesses while
providing news and entertainment to
consumers. The business model
required that media simultaneously
satisfy two sets of customers.
The next platform business to emerge
was credit cards. Credit card
companies also have to satisfy two
groups of customers—they have to
induce consumers to use the card
when making purchases and convince
merchants to accept the card as
payment. Credit card companies
facilitate trade between buyers and
sellers and dramatically reduce
transaction costs for sellers when
buyers wish to trade using credit. They
also increase convenience for buyers
by reducing the amount of cash they
have to carry.
It is often the case that more value is
created on one side of the market than
on the other.10 For this reason, the
platform has to compensate, or
cross-subsidize, one side of the market
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in order to induce people to participate
in the platform. While they may seem
inefficient upon a superficial look,
cross-subsidies can serve beneficial
functions when adopted voluntarily by
private actors. In the case of platforms,
the cross-subsidy acts as an efficient
mechanism to overcome barriers to
trade. Platforms generate positive
externalities for the parties transacting
on the platform. For example, in the
case of credit cards, merchants have
opted to pay (or forgo) the interchange
fees—the fees exchanged between a
credit card holder’s bank and a
merchant’s bank. As Nobel Prizewinning economist Jean Tirole
explains:
Platforms often grow thanks to
very low prices on one side of the
market, which attract users on
that side, and indirectly enables
the platform to earn revenues on
the other side. The structure of
prices between the two sides of
the market takes full advantage of
the externalities between them.
The basic idea is simple: the real
cost imposed by a user is not the
straightforward actual cost
incurred in serving them. The
user’s presence creates a benefit
for the other side of the market,
which can be monetized—thus,
de facto, reducing the cost of
serving this user. In some cases,
one side of the market might not
pay anything, or might even be
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subsidized, the other side paying
for both.11
Unfortunately, as the Nobel Prizewinning economist Ronald Coase
explained, the political and regulatory
imperative to tackle monopolies
through antitrust and competition
policy has encouraged economists to
identify monopolies whenever they
see a business practice they do not
fully understand.12 Platforms are
increasingly being targeted by
politicians and antitrust regulators on
the basis that they wield “market
power”—traditionally understood as a
claim that a firm is able to increase
prices above what would prevail
in a competitive market, but now
encompassing claims about the use of
data, violations of privacy, and
purported harms to adjacent
industries.13 Antitrust regulators and
politicians often interpret crosssubsidies within platforms as evidence
of market power, rather than the gains
from trade being shared across the
market. Platforms are also often
accused by traditional media—the
original platforms—of destroying
their business models.
The other important change is that
platforms collect more data about
their consumers than do traditional
businesses. This data may be either
a byproduct of trade or necessary to
induce trade. To the extent that
platforms provide matching services

for buyers and sellers, it is necessary
for the platform to know its customers.
Under “know your customer”
regulations in the financial industry,
government has regulated the data and
information that firms have to collect
from their customers and when that
information has to be revealed to
government. Operating as platforms,
however, banks—and the finance
industry in general— already have
detailed information about their
customers.
Two-sided platforms match buyers
and sellers to facilitate transactions.
This requires them to create a trusted
environment where opportunities for
fraud are suppressed. This again
increases the likelihood of increased
transactions—and the transactions
themselves generate further
information. Through economic
activity, buyers reveal their actual—
rather than their stated—preferences.
This information is collected by the
platform and in turn becomes the basis
for additional matching and refinement
of information about the buyer.

Through
economic
activity, buyers
reveal their
actual—rather
than their
stated—
preferences.

Two types of trust problem persist in
platform economies. The first type is
what is known in economics as the
adverse selection problem; it is not
unique to platforms. Is the matching
actually occurring? Are buyers being
matched with the best sellers for their
purposes? Is the platform systemically
biased? Does the platform have a
conflict of interest?
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Governments
effectively
nationalize
a lot of data
they collect.

The second trust problem relates to
control and ownership of the data
generated by and retained on the
platform. While this issue is also not
unique to platforms, its importance is
likely to increase in the future because
of the increasing prevalence of
platforms as a business structure and
the declining cost of storing and
transmitting information.
The key questions are: What happens
to this market data? When can it be
used? Who should use it? Who should
profit from its use? Jean Tirole offers
what he thinks is a common sense
solution:
This raises the following
fundamental question: Does the
company holding customer data
have the right to make money
from the possession of that
information? The commonsense
reply … is that if the data was
collected thanks to an innovation
or a significant investment, then
the company ought to be able to
profit from retaining and using it.
If, on the other hand, it was easy
and cheap to collect, the data
ought to belong to the individual
concerned.14
The difficulty lies in the intermediate
case. What if the data were “easy and
cheap” to collect as a result of “an
innovation or a significant investment”?
It is useful at this point to distinguish
between three categories of data.15
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• One is user-provided data.
Many individuals voluntarily
reveal personal information
online. A Facebook page, for
example, may include a
person’s name, sex, date of
birth, marital status, interests,
photos, and videos.
• A second category of data
is observed data—how
individuals interact with content
and with one another on the
platform.
• Finally, there is inferred data,
which is based upon an analysis
of both declared data and
observed data. The production
of inferred data requires
entrepreneurial insight and
investment.
In the absence of clear property rights
over data—however defined—the
above data now appear to exist in a
commons. Anyone can acquire it, with
some effort and at some cost. More
troublingly, governments effectively
nationalize a lot of data they collect. If
data were to be privatized, then the
question becomes: Who should own it,
the platform or the individual?
Following Tirole, it appears obvious
that individuals should own their
declared information, but the status of
observed data is less clear. That data is
jointly produced by the individual and
the platform. Inferred data is not
jointly produced by the individual
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and the platform. The individual may
have some ownership of the inputs
into the production of inferred data,
but the value (if any) of the inferred
data is almost entirely due to
entrepreneurial insight. According to
Tirole’s argument, the platform should
be able to profit from the use of
inferred data.
In a free market, the person or
organization that most values the data
will own and control it.16 However,
that does not exclude the possibility
that the party who most values the
data should not have to pay, or make
some investment, to acquire it.17
There are currently two mutually
exclusive beliefs about the property
rights regime that governs data.18 The
first is that the entity that collects the
data—such as a social media platform
or government agency—has the right
to use and control that data, potentially
to turn it into something of value to it.
This reflects much practice in the
absence of data-specific regulation.
Opposite that is the belief by some
privacy advocates that property rights
over data—or specifically personal
data—should be vested in the
individual who either provided the
data or whom the data concerns. Clear
ownership of personal data would
allow for the sort of efficient
allocation of property rights in the
sense that Ronald Coase explained,
where the ability to make subsequent
exchanges over an asset allows the

market to allocate ownership where it
is most valuable.19 However, while
this latter approach has some intuitive
appeal, the situation is far more
complex and the arguments nuanced.

The Idea of Privacy
The simple question, “What is
privacy?” is fraught with difficulty.
Indiana University law professor Fred
Cate has set out a comprehensive, yet
probably incomplete, list of what
privacy could be. His list includes
individual autonomy, self-definition,
solitude and intimacy, confidentiality,
anonymity, security, freedom from
intrusion, freedom from annoyance,
freedom from crime, freedom from
embarrassing disclosure, freedom
from discrimination, profit, trust,
“and countless other concepts.”20

In a free market,
the person or
organization
that most
values the data
will own and
control it.

Unsurprisingly, it is difficult to come
up with appropriate public policy that
addresses privacy concerns across all
these areas. University of California,
Berkeley law professor Paul Schwartz
separates privacy into two broad
categories: physical privacy, which he
defines as the right to be left alone,
and information privacy, the right to
control and profit from your own
information.21
The renowned American jurist Richard
Posner offers a “provisional” definition
of privacy as “the withholding or
concealment of information,
particularly personal information”
from others.22 Privacy increases as
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The demand
for privacy
suggests that
having accurate
and relevant
information
in the public
domain about
oneself is
valuable.

society gets wealthier. Primitive
societies lack institutions for
monitoring bad behavior—such as
police or newspapers—and people
living in close proximity to one another
provides opportunities for mutual
surveillance. Nobel Prize-winning
economist George Stigler has
suggested that privacy “refers to
the possession and acquisition of
knowledge about people and implicitly
or explicitly also knowledge about
association.”23
To Stigler, possessing knowledge
about people and associations is
unremarkable. Standard neoclassical
economics assumes perfect information—that all market participants have
all the required information to make
exchanges—which encompasses an
assumption that people already hold
information and knowledge about other
people. As Posner has indicated, an
element of concealment is necessary to
secure and protect privacy in the real
world. Stigler recognizes this point and
clarifies that privacy “connotes the
restriction of the collection or use of
information about a person or
corporation; the information in question
‘belongs’ to the individual.”24
To a neoclassical economist, this raises
the question of the consequences of
restricting or concealing information.
In mainstream economic theory,
asymmetric information is a cause of
market failure, a problem for which
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many neoclassical economists spend
their time devising “solutions.”
However, in institutional economics—
the field that, following Ronald Coase,
studies how human societies develop
institutions to reduce the transactions
costs of exchange—the question is
whether information about a person,
commonly referred to as “private”
information, should belong to that
person.
Most of the economic literature deals
with the public policy questions of
whether consumers are better off
sharing or concealing information—
specifically whether consumers benefit
from market segmentation and price
discrimination—and the impact of
privacy on consumer protection and
competition policy..25 The literature is
mostly silent on the question of who
should own “private” information—
though the answer appears as obvious
to the general population as it was to
William Safire in 1999.
The demand for privacy suggests
that having accurate and relevant
information in the public domain about
oneself is valuable. But, as Stigler
recognizes, information about
individuals in the public domain may
be incomplete, inaccurate, improper
(and thus irrelevant for market
transactions), derogatory, or stale.
Conversely, information could be
correct and highly relevant. It may also
be true, yet shameful or embarrassing.
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Yet, there does not appear to be any
market mechanisms to ensure that
inaccurate, improper, derogatory, or
outdated information is updated with
accurate and relevant information.
There is a missing market for privacy.
By this logic, the demand for privacy
overcomes a negative externality.
Privacy corrects for the problem that
there may be too much “bad”
information about an individual in the
public domain. Adding to the challenge
of sound policy making is the fact that
what constitutes “bad” and “good”
information is entirely subjective.
Stigler maintains that market solutions
to these issues work, or could work,
in the absence of government
intervention. Failing that, he speculates
that some knowledge is simply not
valuable. The issue for Stigler is that
privacy ultimately results in a
misallocation of economic resources.
In the presence of privacy, there is a
reduction in informed decision making
and the working of the price system
and of the market economy in general.
Posner argues that privacy advocates
conflate two related, but not identical
ideas: seclusion, the right to be left
alone, and secrecy, the right to control
access or usage of information about
oneself. However, unlike Stigler,
Posner points to a good economic
rationale for why individuals demand
privacy: “they want more concealment
of information about themselves

that others might use to their
disadvantage.”26 Posner identifies the
demand for privacy in the investment
that individuals make in managing
their reputation. A “good” reputation
increases demand from others to
cooperate with the individual in both
their economic and non-economic
interactions with others. A “bad”
reputation has the opposite effect—
a reduction in demand for interaction
with that individual.
If privacy is important to the curation
of a good reputation, then, as the size
of the market increases, the value of a
good reputation increases too, and
privacy rights become more valuable.
Over the past few decades, advances in
communications technology and falling
transportation costs have dramatically
increased the size of markets. More
individuals interact on a global scale
and can find value in having a globally
managed reputation—hence the
demand for greater privacy rights. The
challenge to this notion is that control
over knowledge can be used to mask a
bad reputation. As the market increases
in size, we might observe more
individuals engaging in opportunistic
behavior, such as email scams, due to a
lack of knowledge about their behavior
in a smaller market. Ironically, then, the
demand for privacy increases as the
size of the market increases, but so
does the demand for information,
as consumers seek to overcome
opportunism problems that arise in a
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What
constitutes
“bad” and
“good”
information
is entirely
subjective.
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larger market. Rating systems, such
eBay scores and Uber ratings, have
emerged over the past few years as a
solution to this problem.

Privacy can
be thought of as
an externality,
which occurs
when someone’s
actions or choices
impact another
person.

As noted, privacy can be thought of as
an externality, which occurs when
someone’s actions or choices impact
another person. Externalities can be
either negative or positive. The sharing
of embarrassing information, for
example, would be a negative
externality. Providing a positive but
unsolicited reference to a potential
employer would be a positive
externality. The challenge here arises
when third parties seek to profit from
selling individuals’ private information,
thus turning an externality into a
business transaction. In short,
individuals either want to be in a
position to sell their own data, share
in the profits of selling their data, or
prevent others from selling or sharing
their data.
Externalities often arise due to the
absence of a specific market—a
situation known as the “missing
markets” problem. In the absence of
markets, we also experience the
absence of market pricing.27 In the
absence of market pricing, it is difficult
to distinguish stated preferences from
revealed preferences. It is possible that
some individuals signal an overvaluing
of their privacy that leads to an excess
demand for privacy. In this instance,
privacy restrictions could lead to
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significant social costs being incurred.
Building on that view, it is possible that
the excess demand for privacy is due to
a minority of individuals who are
engaged in rent-seeking behavior that
would impose their subjective
preferences on the entire community.
In a 1986 paper Nobel Prize-winning
economist James Buchanan discusses
the notion of “private spaces” and
social interdependencies. He notes that
in a social environment it is almost
impossible to define private spaces to
exclude all conflict that may arise from
an invasion of privacy.
I prefer that my neighbors control
their children’s noise-making and
disposal of their tricycles; I prefer
that these neighbors refrain from
rock music altogether, and if such
“music” is to be played that the
decibel level be kept low. I prefer
that their backyard parties be
arranged when I am out of town.28
By violating Buchanan’s seclusion his
neighbors are imposing a negative
externality. Buchanan also hopes to
benefit from a positive externality too.
I also prefer that my neighbors
plant and maintain shrubs that
flower in May for my own as well
as their enjoyment.29
Buchanan does not refer to his
examples as externalities, but as
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“meddlesome preferences.”30 He makes
the point that these meddlesome
preferences are mutual and reciprocal—that his own behavior can
impose both negative and positive
externalities upon his neighbors.
Economists well understand the notion
of externality—that social costs may
deviate from private costs and impose
negative externalities upon others or
that social benefits may deviate from
private benefits and impose a positive
externality. Negative externalities result
in too much of a “bad” thing and
positive externalities too little of a
“good” thing. However, this standard
analysis masks many value judgements.
We might all agree in the abstract that
too much pollution is a “bad” thing
while we might reasonably disagree on
what constitutes “too much” or
disagree on the benefits and costs of
reducing pollution. That it is not
immediately obvious what should be
done about nuisance was the important
insight by Ronald Coase.31 Prior to
Coase, economists had proposed combinations of prohibition, regulation,
subsidy, and taxation to overcome
externality problems. While many still
do, the Coasian insight was that
externalities can be the subject of
market negotiations, as individuals and
firms compensate each other for those
externalities. The fact that high
transactions costs prevent these
negotiations from occurring directed
economists’ attention to those costs. An

issue well worth considering is whether
such a Coasian bargain can be argued
to have already occurred—Facebook
and Google, for example, provide
consumers with access to services at
zero-price in exchange for access to
their data.
There is another insight that needs to be
considered. Buchanan and Claremont
McKenna economics professor
William Craig Stubblebine have argued
that many externalities may be
infra-marginal and might not persist in
equilibrium. In this instance, the cost of
responding to the externality may be
greater than the disutility created by
the externality.32 Here too norms and
institutions have evolved to resolve
disputes and facilitate cooperation. In
his 1986 paper, Buchanan explains that
he does not exert too much effort at
imposing his preferences on his
neighbors. Rather, he relies on
“common decency, fair play, and
mutual respect.”33 Where Coasian
bargaining solutions (which would
involve compensation, building
soundproof walls, or even moving
away) are expensive, these evolved
institutions (norms and cultures around
appropriate stances towards ones’
neighbours) are much cheaper.

“Rights to
privacy” have
not evolved as
economic rights,
but rather have
emerged as
legal rights.

It is likely that rights to privacy are
mostly matters of “common decency,
fair play, and mutual respect.” As we
argue below, “rights to privacy” have
not evolved as economic rights, but
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and engage
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rather have emerged as legal rights.
Nonetheless, this raises the issue of
missing markets in the absence of
property rights. If property rights have
not emerged for privacy, then markets
for trading private information will not
have emerged and there may be gains
from trade that are not being realized.
That is the challenge William Safire
alluded to in 1999. Policy efforts to
address it can be thought of as attempts
at internalizing externalities.

Privacy as Exchange
In a recent book, one of us (Berg)
outlines an approach to understanding
privacy choices.34 Rather than
considering the demand for privacy,
we think of privacy as exchange. Why
do individuals supply information
about themselves to others in the
market? We also discuss the situation
of providing information involuntarily
to the government.
The supply of private information is
likely to be a positive function of the
need to attract trading partners and
engage in reputation management and
a negative function of the need for
protection. In the first instance,
individuals are social animals and,
with the exception of hermits, tend to
interact with other individuals on both
an economic and social basis. The
signal to engage with others usually
involves the sharing of information
about oneself. Thus, individuals have
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to choose to share information before
it is known and in the public sphere.
Reputation management is the
attempt to positively influence other
individuals’ assessment of one’s value
as a trading or social partner. Privacy
is a mechanism to engage in identity
management.
The protective aspect of information
supply relates to Posner’s insight—
the demand to control information in
order to prevent it from being used to
one’s disadvantage. It is here that the
scope for opportunism arises—an
individual may rightly have a poor
reputation he would like to conceal. At
the same time an individual may have
a poor reputation for entirely incorrect
reasons that she would wish to conceal
or have corrected in the public
domain.
The demand for private information
can be broken up into two categories,
private and public. The private
demand for private information is a
positive function of the need to
evaluate trading partners to protect
against fraud. Historian Yuval Noah
Harari speculates that human language
evolved as a means of facilitating
gossip—the unauthorized sharing of
private information—to facilitate
mutual monitoring in small human
societies.35 This explanation is
consistent with Posner’s theory relating
to the lack of privacy in primitive
societies. Individuals face a situation
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where they demand more private
information than others are willing to
supply. Mutual monitoring and gossip
exist as evolved institutions leading to
the development of sophisticated
language to overcome a potential
disequilibrium in the market for
private information.
The public demand for private
information is very different.
Government demands information for
taxation purposes, national security,
and to administer the welfare state. It
acquires information involuntarily
from its citizens and any foreigners
who wish to enter its territory. In 1980
Stigler made the point that all levels of
government now collect information
in a detailed quality and quantity
unknown in human history.36 Since
then that situation has only intensified.
Even then, he could point to technology
as a facilitating factor of the modern
surveillance state. Rightly, however,
he identifies the economic and
political drivers of that information
collection as more important than the
technology itself.

Data and Property
With some minor exceptions,
privacy—control over public
information regarding oneself—has
not emerged as an economic property
right as described by the renowned
economist Harold Demsetz, in his
influential 1967 article, “Toward a

Theory of Property Rights.” In
Demsetz’s view, property rights are
endogenous to the market, and are
recognized by the state after their
emergence. Property rights emerge
from the needs of economic interaction.
Participants in exchange develop and
expand notions of property rights
where the benefits of internalizing
costs outweigh the costs of that
internalization. Demsetz looked at the
development of indigenous family
hunting territories in Canada in
response to growing demand for fur
from Europe during the 18th century.
As the economic value of beavers
increased, it became economical to
introduce a property rights regime that
divided up the right to hunt. The drivers
of changes that allow for the creation
of property rights regimes can be new
technologies, changes in relative
prices, or the expansion of the size
of the market.37

All levels of
government
now collect
information in a
detailed quality
and quantity
unknown in
human history.

Richard Posner discusses privacy
exceptions, such as privileged
communication, blackmail, and
defamation. Privileged communication
can be seen as a subsidy of—or
compromise with—other important
social institutions such as the
presumption of innocence, the right to
legal representation, and marriage.
Blackmail is a crime, although Posner
seems to suggest that only extortion,
potentially involving violence, should
be criminalized. Defamation is a tort,
but is limited to reputational damage
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related to economic relationships and
not for disrupting peace of mind or
inflicting emotional distress.38

The ability
to control
now public
information
that one would
prefer to be
concealed
has not
emerged in
modern society.

A basic economic analysis suggests
that a “right to privacy” is not an
economic right that would emerge
spontaneously. To the contrary, human
behaviors such as gossip and mutual
monitoring emerged to deny that right
in primitive societies. It may be true
that such a right should emerge in
non-primitive societies and on some
margins that is indeed the case. If we
define the right to privacy as a right to
seclusion, then it is certainly the case
that individuals in wealthier societies
have access to more quiet time and
space than do individuals in poorer
societies or at any other time in
history. Yet, the ability to control now
public information that one would
prefer to be concealed has not
emerged in modern society. However,
that does not preclude private
organizations from providing privacy
as a product offering, as outlined
below.
The right to control information about
oneself in the public domain is best
thought of as an intellectual property
right that can only emerge as a legal
right. Building on his work with the
late University of Rochester political
scientist William H. Riker, Itai Sened
of Washington University in St. Louis
developed a model that explains the
emergence of legal-centric rights.39 On
the assumption that individuals and
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social agents maximize utility
(however defined; governments, for
example, can pursue public objectives)
and that government is the only source
of legitimate coercion, Sened is able
to derive four conditions that would
see the emergence of legal rights.40
• First, the right itself must have
market value. In the case of
privacy (the supply of private
information) the market value
of the right itself is contested.
Subsets of the right are valuable
but others are not. Alternately,
the data may only be valuable
in aggregate. If the entirety of
the right to privacy were
valuable, it would have
emerged as an economic right.
The right to control information
about oneself is valuable to that
individual, but not to others. It
does not have market value; it
has subjective value to one side
of the market but not the other.
• Second, rights-holders need to
desire the right. This is
generally the case; individuals
want their privacy.
• Third, the government is
willing to enforce the right.
• Fourth, at least some duty
bearers are willing to observe
the right.
However, the fourth condition runs
counter to the second condition—
while many individuals as rights
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holders desire the right to privacy,
those same individuals as duty-bearers
do not wish to observe it.
The first condition explains the
difference between the private and
public demand for private information.
The government simply does not want
to observe the right to privacy of its
own citizens. While it may be true that
some governments are constrained by
constitutional impediments to
surveilling citizens, it remains the case
that these prohibitions are not absolute
and can be easily circumvented.
Whether these constitutional
impediments are being increasingly
avoided is an empirical question. In
the absence of a Bill of Rights or a
similar document, citizens have no
enforceable right to privacy against
their own government.
Turning our attention to the private
demand and supply of private
information, the situation becomes
more complex. It is true that not all
aspects of the right to privacy are
valuable, because of the possibility
that duty bearers may not want to
respect the right. In particular, they are
concerned about opportunism—that
the person claiming the right to
privacy may be concealing valuable
information that would disadvantage
the duty bearer. This raises the
question: Why would the government
want to enforce a right that is not
valuable in the market? Enforcing
rights is costly to government, but if

no market value is being generated by
the right, how will government either
tax that value or otherwise appropriate
it? This helps explain why some
aspects of privacy have emerged as
economic rights and others have not.
This analysis leaves us in the difficult
position of suggesting that, while
many people claim the desire to have
greater privacy and governments give
much lip service to the right of
privacy, the right itself—beyond some
tightly prescribed exceptions—is not
particularly valuable. That is exactly
the problem. Private information has
public good characteristics—its use is
non-rival and most private information
is non-excludable. It turns out that
privacy is only viable with secrecy,
which is not economically valuable
when dealing with other individuals on
the open market, while governments do
not tolerate secrecy when dealing with
their own citizens.

The government
simply does
not want to
observe the
right to
privacy of its
own citizens.

A Regulatory Solution?
One way to solve the property rights
dilemma would be to construct the
idea of property rights in private
information through regulation. This
is the approach of the European
Union’s (EU) General Data Protection
Regulation. The GDPR, which
came into force in May 2018, is a
semi-global regulatory response to the
privacy dilemmas around the use of
personal data. It seeks to regulate the
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sort of uses of personal data that have
generated considerable controversy—
such as the non-disclosure of how data
is exchanged with third parties.41

The GDPR
is the most
ambitious
regulatory
response to
non-government
privacy dilemmas
in the developed
world to date.

The GDPR is the most ambitious
regulatory response to non-government
privacy dilemmas in the developed
world to date. It aims to regulate not
only firms operating within the EU,
but any firm that interacts with EU
citizens. Given the global nature of the
digital economy, in practice the GDPR
covers nearly the entire planet. The
GDPR regulates how firms of any size
acquire, store, and use personal data—
“any information relating to an
identified or identifiable natural
person,” which includes but is not
limited to names, identification
number, location data, or “physical,
physiological, genetic, mental,
economic, cultural or social”
identifiers. As Paul de Hert and
Vagelis Papakonstantinou of the Free
University of Brussels write:
There is very little personal data
processing that will remain
unaffected by the combined effect
of the Regulation and the
Directive. Their combined
scope covers all personal data
processing executed by private
actors as well as all similar
processing undertaken by law
enforcement agencies in the
Member States; in fact, only
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processing by secret agencies for
national security purposes
and processing by EU law
enforcement agencies is left
unregulated. Apart from these
exceptions, there will practically
be no individual within the EU
not directly affected by the
reform.42
The GDPR is a large and complex
regulatory framework structured
around a consent model of data
collection and use. It has some
features that make it a significant
regulatory shift regarding privacy
protection. It provides consumers with
a series of supposed “rights” regarding
control of their personal data. These
include:
• Right of access to their personal
data held by firms;
• Right of rectification to
complete or correct inaccurate
personal data;
• Right to restrict data from
being processed where the data
is contested for accuracy or is
under legal claims;
• Right to move personal data
from one firm to another firm;
and
• Right to object to the
processing of personal data if
that processing is not GDPR
compliant.
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The most prominent and controversial
of these rights is a provision that
allows EU citizens to request that
companies delete their personal data
“without undue delay.” This right,
known colloquially as the “right to be
forgotten,” is not unlimited. Data
protection must be “considered in
relation to its function in society,” and
some data requirements (such as those
imposed by know your customer
regulations) “in the general interest”
mean that requests to delete may not
be approved. Nor is it entirely novel.
A so-called “right to be forgotten” has
been in force in the European Union
since 2014.43 Since reformulated as a
“right to erasure,” in response to
criticisms that it was being used as a
limitation on freedom of speech, it is
nevertheless the case that the broad
geographical application of the GDPR
makes this a significant regulatory
requirement.44
The GDPR has a number of other
features, some of which are shared by
other data protection regimes around
the world. For example, it has a
mandatory data breach notification
scheme, which requires firms to notify
affected individuals if personal data
has been stolen or accidentally
released to the public, and a data
rectification scheme, which gives
individuals the right to correct
personal data in corporate storage. In
common with many other regulatory

approaches, it requires businesses to
delete data they have collected once
that data is no longer necessary for
business purposes.
The regulation requires firms to
acquire explicit and informed consent
for how personal data will be used.
The right to erasure is intended to
represent an explicit withdrawal of
consent. The sanctions for noncompliance are heavy—up to
€20 million ($22.14 million) or
4 per cent of annual global revenue,
whichever is higher. Each EU member
state has appointed a supervisory
authority to manage and enforce
compliance.
On the face of it, the GDPR looks
like a regulatory implementation of
personal data ownership, but in fact
the resemblance to property as
understood in the classical liberal
tradition is only superficial. The EU
data protection approach features a
cocktail of private rights—such as the
right to information about how
personal data is used and to object to
some automated decision making
processes—and command and control
mechanisms that are directly enforced
by public agencies.45 Rather than
establishing general principles or
desired outcomes which are then
enforced by regulators and the courts,
the GDPR focuses on regulating the
process by which data is acquired and
managed.
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The distinction
between
personal and
non-personal
data is difficult
to sustain.

Furthermore, the GDPR regulates
only personal data, defined as all data
created intentionally or in the process
of pursuing other ends (what is known
as “exhaust data”).46 However, the
distinction between personal and
non-personal data is difficult to
sustain. The relative ease with which
some anonymized data can be
reidentified (that is, personal data can
be matched to a specific individual
even after clear personal markers like
names are removed) makes almost any
data that is the product of some human
action, no matter how trivial, a form
of personal data.47 Additionally, from
a classical liberal perspective, it is
unclear why data about human
activity when obtained and managed
by groups, such as firms or nonprofit
organizations, should be treated
differently from that managed by
individuals. In the European Union,
this unclear distinction nonetheless
brings about sharp divisions in
the law.
Since 1996 the EU has created
ownership rights in non-personal
electronic data through the Database
Directive, which grants a form of
copyright over the structure of created
data and a limited copyright-like right
over data in circumstances where
there has been “substantial investment
in either the obtaining, verification, or
presentation of the contents.”48 While
intellectual property regimes like
copyright have an obvious appeal
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when searching for a precedent for
data ownership, it is not evident that
principles developed for copyright
protection can be adapted for data in
general.
Copyright is a limited monopoly
granted under the belief that creative
works will be underprovided if those
works can be freely duplicated
without compensation to their
creators. But non-personal data has
economic value to its creator. It is hard
to argue that data will be undercreated without statutory protection.
As Wolfgang Kerber of the Marburg
Centre for Institutional Economics
warns, to transfer the ideas
underpinning intellectual property
onto questions about data, would
be “dangerous for innovation and
competition in the digital economy,
because it might lead to considerable
legal uncertainty, the monopolisation
of information, and impediments for
the free flow of data that is so crucial
for the digital economy.”49
As the division between personal and
non-personal data suggests, the rights
granted by the GDPR over personal
data are not property rights in the
classical liberal sense and only
narrowly can be considered property
rights in an economic sense. Tal Z.
Zarsky of the University of Haifa
argues that the GDPR has a distinctly
philosophical approach to the value
and purpose of privacy that is
particular both to its origin and to
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the historical period in which it was
developed.50 Traditional or classical
liberal property rights regimes allow
rights holders to acquire, use, and
dispose of their property as they see
fit. Property can be exchanged to
exploit gains from trade. This is the
basis of the theory of privacy as
exchange. The GDPR adopts the
opposite approach. The legal rights
embedded in the GDPR treat the right
to personal data as inalienable—that
is, unable to be exchanged. According
to this approach, privacy is a
fundamental human right that is
vested with each individual as a virtue
of being human. In the classical liberal
theory of property rights, property has
a social function—to allow rights
holders to pursue diverse ends while
avoiding disputes. By contrast, under
the GDPR, privacy exists as a right to
be protected on its own terms, not as a
means by which other goals can be
pursued.51
The inalienability of personal data
under the GDPR will likely present a
significant barrier to the use of data
as an input to exchange and the
subsequent development of data
markets. The exchange value of
information is dependent on its use
as an input to economically valuable
activity. The GDPR requires firms to
obtain explicit consent for the use of
data collected in the course of
business. But as privacy is inalienable,
consumers cannot give consent for

data to be used at the discretion of the
data collector—that is, users cannot
exchange away their right to erasure
of a given set of personal data, even
if they do so with fully informed
consent. Under the GDPR, consumers
at all times retain their right to request
erasure.52
Furthermore, the GDPR imposes the
right of erasure on firms that have
acquired data through secondary
markets. Collecting firms that have
received a right of erasure request are
required to make their best efforts to
ensure that other firms that have
purchased or otherwise acquired the
data act on the request. This likely will
prove to be a prohibitive restriction on
the development of secondary data
markets. In the absence of a right to
approve the reuse and sale of personal
data, the GDPR’s consent model of
data use is inflexible and static.
Consent has to be obtained on the
basis of a “specific, explicit and
legitimate” purpose, and cannot be
“processed” in a way “incompatible”
with that original purpose. This
requirement seems to outright prohibit
the analysis of data in any way for
which consent was not obtained in
advance.

The exchange
value of
information
is dependent
on its use as
an input to
economically
valuable
activity.

As noted, the GDPR is the most
ambitious and comprehensive legal
approach to privacy yet adopted in the
developed world. The consequences
of the GDPR and its effect on the
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protection of privacy and development
of data markets are speculative. But as
Zarsky argues, on its face, the GDPR
is incompatible with the development
of the economic potential of data
analytics, in the form of artificial
intelligence and big data.53 As an
approach to protecting individual
privacy, the GDPR represents a rigid
regulatory framework that imposes
artificial divisions between nonpersonal and personal data and limits
the monetization of individual
personal data. Rather than offering
EU citizens property rights over their
data, it provides limited regulatory
rights under carefully proscribed
circumstances and then imposes
limitations on how they can exchange
information about themselves.

The Ongoing Social Negotiation
of Privacy
The experience of the GDPR helps
demonstrate why regulatory approaches
toward property rights over data are
unlikely to be effective. The GDPR is
a document with a specific historical
context. Proposed in 2012, finalized in
2016, and coming into force in 2018,
it reflects the prevailing technologies
and concerns of the time in which it
was developed. The years since have
seen dramatic changes in technology,
data use, and the social and political
consequences of information
disclosure, as the Cambridge
Analytica scandal dramatically

showed. Rigid regulatory frameworks
risk either locking in anachronistic
approaches to privacy protections or
failing to tackle new and unanticipated
problems. As technologies change, so
do the norms and attitudes around
those technologies. These changes are
hard to predict in advance. As Colin
Bennett of the University of Victoria
and Robin Bayley of Linden
Consulting argue:
The appropriate balance cannot
be struck by legislating in
advance those types of personal
data that might never be captured
or processed. Rather, the balance
is struck around the principle of
relevance to an explicit and
legitimate purpose. The personal
data required within any one
organizational context are
governed by a set of social
norms about what might be an
appropriate intrusion.54
Internet pioneer Vint Cerf summarizes
that:
[R]egulation is tricky. And I don’t
know, if somebody asked me,
would you write a regulation for
this, I would not know what to
say. I don't think I have enough
understanding of all of the cases
that might arise in order to say
something useful about this,
which is why I believe we are
going to end up having to
experience problems before we
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understand the nature of the
problems and maybe even the
nature of the solutions. But I also
want to argue that, while
regulation might be helpful, that
an awful lot of the problems that
we experience with regard to
privacy is a result of our own behavior. Which is not so much an
illegality or something, or a
violation in a typical regulatory
sense, it is really just the fact that
we didn’t think about the
potential hazard.55
Classical liberalism offers a framework
through which we might better come
to a social agreement about how
to protect privacy in law. The
technological and social environment
for privacy protection is an evolving
and adaptive one, and the institutional
framework for privacy protection
needs to be similarly evolving and
adaptive. The adequate framework
for privacy protection is that of a
discovery problem. It is unclear
ex ante what the most desirable
institutional environment is, given the
rapid adoption of new technologies
by consumers and firms alike.
It is underappreciated that many firms
have been responsive to the demand
for greater privacy and user control
over personal data, even if we might
be still unsatisfied with the current
outcome. Apple, for example, now
offers an identity management service

that competes with those of Google
and Facebook. Facebook has responded
to widespread public dissatisfication
with its privacy policies—particularly
concerning the sharing of data with
third parties—by successive changes
to its approach. Google’s Data
Liberation Front is a project that
facilitates users moving data in and
out of Google products.56 Privacy
management choices have ballooned
over the last decade on every major
digital platform.
For circumstances where market
discipline does not adequately keep
corporate misbehavior in check, it is
not necessarily the case that regulation
is the best alternative. Friedrich Hayek
and Bruno Leoni valorized the common
law as an evolutionary and adaptive
approach to managing social conflicts.
Under a common law approach,
problems such as privacy are solved
on a case-by-case basis, drawing on
and building up a stock of precedent
that has more fidelity to real-world
dilemmas than do planned regulatory
frameworks. Regulatory approaches
such as the GDPR seek to identify
and resolve all social disputes at the
legislation stage. Between 2012 and
2016, privacy activists, lobbyists,
consumers, researchers, and other data
users funneled their institutional
preferences into a single legislative
contest. The framers of the GDPR had
to mediate between these competing
demands and finalize a document that
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sought to satisfy in some way each
interest group—along with the
perceived preferences of the majority
of EU citizens who did not participate
in the process but will be nonetheless
affected by the regulation. By contrast,
case-by-case approaches mediate
specific cases brought directly by
involved parties, one at a time,
over time.
The common law approach is not
cost-free. Bringing individual cases is
expensive—particularly when parties
have disparate financial resources to
bring to bear—and judges are not
always objective. Individual
consumers are not always aware that
their privacy has been violated, since
data can be sold, misused, or released
without consumers’ knowledge.
Furthermore, ex post approaches can
be unsatisfactory, as it is not always
possible to restore the experience of
privacy; information once released
into the public domain is permanently
in the public domain. Nevertheless,
these objections are only compelling
when considered relative to alternative
institutional forms. Regulatory
approaches such as the GDPR
impose heavy costs themselves. An
intermediate institutional form,
litigation pursued by public agencies,
is more promising, but the subjectivity
of the experience of privacy and its
violation suggests that, rather than
search for silver bullet solutions,
policy makers should seek to open a

space in which the appropriate legal
bounds of privacy protection are
discovered through learning and
experimentation.
It might be argued that in the near
term this is a case for inactivity that
would leave a clearly unsatisfactory
status quo in place. But there is room
for much positive activity within this
muddle-through approach. One way to
reduce privacy costs is to increase
social knowledge about mitigating the
possible harms of privacy violations.
Adam Thierer of the Mercatus Center
at George Mason University has
offered what he calls the 3-E
approach: education, empowerment,
and enforcement. Education refers to
the need for greater understanding and
awareness of the way information,
once exchanged, can be used. As
Thierer writes, “education and media
literacy must be the first line of
defense in ongoing efforts to better
protect personal privacy in the
information age.”57 Employees need to
understand that in most circumstances
their employers can read their emails
or messages on work-provided
services and information technology
departments can see what sites they
browse on work computers. Much unwanted privacy loss occurs because of
low levels of digital literacy, as
Internet users are not familiar with the
potential risks of sharing information
about themselves and the tools they
can use to mitigate those risks.
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Empowerment is the development and
deployment of those tools. There is a
wide array of services, software
features, and technologies to
significantly enhance privacy
protection online. For example,
privacy activists encourage the use of
ad blockers and private browsing
modes when using the Internet, private
browsers like TOR, encrypted
messaging services, and two-factor
authentication for emails (or even
physical authenticator keys) in order
to keep personal information secure.
Consumers and citizens should use
messaging and chat services that offer
end-to-end encryption and turn on
encryption and security features on
services and devices that do not enable
them by default. Passwords should be
long and complex and password
managers, which help users manage
large unique passwords, adopted.
Like security, privacy protection can
never be absolute. Not all risks are
relevant to all individuals. Institutional
costs are subjective. What matters is
how individuals and society perceive
the costs of regulation, nationalization,
and the common law.58 This is
especially true for privacy, which is
subjectively experienced and
grounded in perceptions of being
observed or being alone.
Nonetheless, many of the privacy
violations in the 21st century require
collective rather than individual
responses. Thierer refers to

enforcement as the use of existing
legal frameworks that protect consumers against deceptive practices and
misleading contracts. These general
frameworks can, and are, being used
to protect specific rights such as
privacy. In that context, moral
philosopher Judith Jarvis Thomson’s
argument that the right to privacy is
hard to distinguish from rights such as
property and personhood offers a
fruitful guide to the protection of
privacy. She argued that laws
protecting property rights and
personhood, such as those that prevent
trespass or unlawful seizure, should be
used, and if necessary, adapted, to
protect privacy.59

Like security,
privacy
protection can
never be
absolute.
Not all risks
are relevant
to all
individuals.

Friedrich Hayek was critical of the
confidence of government planners
who believed they could produce
superior welfare outcomes by
overriding market prices and
incentives. The rapid pace of recent
technological change makes Hayek’s
insight especially important today. The
last two decades have seen the rapid
digitization of all aspects of the
economy and society, a rapid move of
our personal and social lives first onto
computers and now personal handheld
devices. The economy is now driven
by a dramatic increase in the collection
and use of data. To attempt to predict
where the balance between personal
data privacy and personal data use
should and will lie in even the next
five years is folly.
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Future Technological Change
Under what circumstances do property
rights evolve? Harold Demsetz
provides a straightforward answer:
When the benefits of internalizing
costs outweigh the costs.

property rights that complements and
competes with the existing suite of
institutional governance technologies
currently available such as markets,
governments, firms, clubs, and the
commons.61

New techniques, new ways of
doing the same things, and doing
new things—all invoke harmful
and beneficial effects to which
society has not been accustomed.
It is my thesis in this part of the
paper that the emergence of new
property rights takes place in

Blockchain offers a shared database of
property relationships that does not
require a central authority to manage.
Rather, blockchain vests its users with
cryptographically secure control over
digital assets, such as cryptocurrency
tokens. Transactions using those
privately held assets are made on a
publicly accessible ledger that records
each transaction using a distributed
consensus mechanism. In the case of
first generation blockchains like
Bitcoin, this consensus mechanism
involves a subset of users validating
transactions by competing to perform
a computationally difficult task (the
proof of work mechanism). Later
generations have developed alternative
consensus mechanisms, and so-called
private or permissioned blockchains
offer greater variance in design.

response to the desires of the
interacting persons for adjustment
to new benefit-cost possibilities.60
The significance of personal data for
consumer-producer interaction in the
platform economy is remarkably new.
Google’s advertising service dates
back to 2000, its Gmail service dates
to 2004, and Facebook was only
opened for public access in 2006. The
use of these technologies at scale began
even more recently. Parallel to this is
the development of e-government
services, such as digital health
records, which provide new risks and
opportunities for the use of data.
One especially promising technology
is blockchain, the distributed
ledger technology underpinning
cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and
Ethereum. It is an institutional
technology for the governance of
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For our purposes, the key characteristic
of blockchain is its provision of a
shared infrastructure for the protection
and exchange of owned data.
Blockchains potentially allow a new
mechanism not only for the sharing
of data, but also for its ownership and
exchange. The latter, in turn, allows
for new transactions that were
technically or economically unfeasible
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in environments of centralized data
management.

impositions that attempt to supplant or
preempt market demand for privacy.

There is a great deal of innovative
effort going into developing such
applications. For example,
decentralized blockchain data
exchange platforms such as Ocean,
Datum, and Datawallet promise to
give users control over their personal
data and trade with digital services for
limited access on their terms. To the
extent that such models can be
adopted at scale, they offer an
alternative to the centralized planned
model common in large scale data
collection and analysis.62 For example,
the RMIT Blockchain Innovation Hub
has explored the utility of blockchain
in the context of one of the trickiest
and most sensitive data management
tasks in the modern economy—
personal health data.63

Ultimately, what these distributed
ledger technologies offer to our
understanding of the debate over
privacy is a recognition that this is an
evolving and entrepreneurial sector.
Privacy should not be seen as a static
equilibrium, as if the massive changes
that have occurred in the last decade
are now locked in, and as if the
balance of economic power obtained
by the large platforms is permanent.
We ought to expect as dramatic
technologically induced changes in the
next decade as the last. In new social
technologies—such the home, the
telegraph, and the telephone—
privacy protection lags behind early
development.63 Those protections are
not a historical certainty—they need
to be developed—but there are many
signs of innovation and entrepreneurship working to meet that challenge.

These initiatives are variously
speculative, of course. They also
represent just a tiny fraction of the
innovation and investment currently
being directed toward resolving the
problems associated with data control
and exchange in the platform economy.
Alternatively, it might become
necessary to supplement these
innovations with law, in the way that
the examples of evolved property rights
identified by Demsetz eventually came
to be enforced by state action. But
such legal approaches are evolved
legal approaches, not regulatory

Privacy is
key to
individual
liberty.

Conclusion
The privacy dilemma is this: There is
an enormous amount of economic
value that can be unlocked with the
use and analysis of personal data,
but the use of that data can expose
information about individuals without
their consent. Privacy is key to
individual liberty. Individuals require
control over their own private
information in order to live autonomous
and flourishing lives. While free
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individuals expose information about
themselves in the course of social and
economic activity, public policy should
strive to ensure they do so only with
their own implied or explicit consent.
The ideal public policy setting is one
in which consumers can control and
monetize their own data. The ideal
regime would be one in which
individuals have property rights over
personal information. Governments
have begun to try to provide such
rights. The European Union’s General
Data Protection Regulation purports to
give users control over their data held
by firms and other organizations.
However, the “right” it offers is an
extremely limited one and effectively
prevents individuals from being able
to monetize their own data. Consumers
are unable to contractually “sell” their
information to firms, as the GDPR
establishes a permanent right to have
their data erased (albeit under limited
circumstances).
The relationship between data markets
and privacy ought to be governed by
the common law. Regulatory
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approaches such as the GDPR are
insufficiently adaptive to rapid
changes in technology and demand,
risk locking in outdated conceptions
of privacy risks and opportunities, and
are static rather than evolutionary—
and thus unlikely to bring public
policy closer to the ideal property
rights regime. The common law,
thanks to its case-by-case, evolutionary
nature, is more likely to provide a
sustainable and adaptive framework
by which we can approach data
privacy questions.
The data privacy dilemma is a
reflection of the current state of
technology. Until recently there has
been no alternative to centralized data
management, a status quo that carries
significant risks regarding data access
and control. New technologies, such
as blockchain technology, potentially
offer a mechanism to change the data
ownership dynamic. Ensuring that we
can benefit from these changes will
require the flexibility and adaptability
of the common law—rather than a
regulatory—approach to public policy.
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